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CORPORATE 
HIGHLIGHTS

    
MYNTRA HAS ANNOUNCED THAT EMPLOYEES WILL BE
ABLE TO TAKE UNLIMITED WELLNESS LEAVES IN ORDER
TO IMPROVE THEIR FITNESS, SATISFACTION, AND
PRODUCTIVITY.

Furthermore, the fashion labels network has implemented 14
days of care leave and 24 vacation days to enable employees
to spend quality time with their families. Myntra has
improved its leave policy with the aim of maintaining quality
of life and enabling workers to manage their personal and
professional lives. Employees will also take Unlimited
Wellness Leaves in addition to a variety of other leave
opportunities to keep their minds and bodies in good shape.
The leave strategy has been improved to comply with the
organization's caring and empathy-based people community.

 
    

EMPLOYERS MUST DEPOSIT EPF CONTRIBUTIONS ON
SCHEDULE, ACCORDING TO BUDGET 2021.

The budget for this year has included a provision to ensure
that businesses and employees deposit their contributions to
the provident fund on time. The donation would not be
deemed an expense if they do not make the deposit within the
deadline. This ensures that any delay on their part would
result in a loss of deduction. This would ensure that
employees not only deposit on time, but also that the money is
not spent elsewhere. Employees should therefore be assured
that they will not lose any interest or profits on their
contributions.

 
    

COGNIZANT STAFF CAN NOW AVAIL 9-HOUR
WORKDAY AND 36 DAYS OF PAID LEAVE. 

Beginning February 15, Cognizant Technology Solutions' India
team will work a nine-hour day. In addition, the number of
paid leave days per year has been increased. The transition is
part of a series of tactical changes being implemented within
the company. In India, it will reduce utilization by a point or
two.
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CORPORATE 
HIGHLIGHTS

    
TATA STEEL MINING EMPLOYEES ARE NOW ELIGIBLE
FOR SURROGACY AND ADOPTION LEAVE.

Tata Steel Mining Limited (TSML) is making strides toward
ensuring a diverse, happy, and engaged workforce. The
company has implemented a number of new leave policies
across all of its offices in the country. Maternity and
surrogacy leave, child care leave, new-parent leave, and
menstrual leave are among them. Even single men and
transgender people are eligible for adoption leave. In reality,
an employee (men, transgenders, or any one spouse of a
gay/lesbian couple) can take up to seven days off under the
"new-born parent leave."
 

    
APRIL ONWARDS, ANY PF CONTRIBUTION OVER RS 2.5
LAKH WILL BE TAXABLE.

Come April, and the interest on employees’ contributions to
Provident Fund (PF) beyond Rs 2.5 lakh will be taxed. While
those above the age of 75 years will not need to file income
tax returns as long as they receive a pension and income from
interest only, when it comes to the interest earned on an
accrual basis for employees’ contribution to PF, statutory or
voluntary contribution, beyond Rs 2.5 lakh, it will attract a
tax.

     
PAYPAL INDIA UPHOLDS COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY
IN TECH SPACE.

PayPal, the digital payments platform, has launched ‘Unity
Bloom,' a five-month training and mentorship program for
500 women students from India's top engineering colleges, as
part of its diversity agenda. PayPal's employee resource group,
Unity, is dedicated to fostering a genuinely diverse
community and workforce within the organization and in the
technology industry. For the first phase of the programme,
PayPal has partnered with WSquare.
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CORPORATE 
HIGHLIGHTS

    
THERE WOULD BE A 17% INCREMENT IN THE WAGES OF
TEA PLANTATION WORKERS IN TRIPURA.

Following repeated demands and demonstrations against the
low wages of tea estate workers, the Tripura tea planters
signed a memorandum with the Labour Commission and
some labor union leaders, agreeing to a pay increase for their
employees.
The tea planters agreed to a 17 percent increase in basic
wages, which went into effect in December 2019. The session
was moderated by Labour Commissioner Naresh Babu N, and
it was agreed that the planters must pay the arrears of the
increased wage in three instalments by March 2022.
 

    
GOOGLE TO ENHANCE WORKSPACE FOR FRONTLINE
AND HEALTHCARE WORKERS.

Given that the pandemic has permanently altered the way
people work, Google will upgrade its productivity app,
Workspace, to better support frontline employees in retail
and healthcare, as well as remote staff.
Companies will be able to properly collaborate and
communicate with their employees using mobile phones
thanks to the revamped version of Workspace, which was
previously known as G Suite.

     
EX-SERVICEMEN ARE HIRED BY AMAZON IN
COLLABORATION WITH THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL
RESETTLEMENT.

Amazon India has reached an agreement with the Directorate
General Resettlement (DGR) to provide ex-service personnel
with job opportunities through its expanding operations
network in the country. To this end, a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) has been signed.
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Titan appointed Swadesh Behera as the new CHRO and he will be taking charge from Raj

Narayan who is retiring after serving the organisation for approximately eight long years.

Milind Kulkarni will take over from the current CFO, Manoj Bhat, who will be moving as

‘Group Chief Financial Officer’, M&M Group as part of the leadership rotation strategy at Tech

Mahindra.

Jiten Chopra succeeds Aditya Pande to become IndiGo’s new Chief Financial Officer. 

Gaurav Timble joins the EdTech start-up, WhiteHat Jr after, almost a 10-year stint at Deloitte,

as its new Director HR.

Marc Llistosella has been named as the new Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of

TATA Motors.

CARS24 announces the appointment of Kunal Mundra as their new Chief Executive Office.

Leading consumer audio & lifestyle brand boAt has appointed Vivek Gambhir as Chief

Executive Officer.

Max Life Insurance Company Ltd. (“Max Life”/ “Company”) announced the appointment of

Amrit Singh as Chief Financial Officer & Executive Vice President, Strategy. 

Piramal Enterprises has announced the appointment of Kalpesh Kikani as Chief Executive

Officer (CEO) for its INR 11,000+ crore AUM Alternatives Business managed through its

subsidiaries and joint ventures.

Siegwerk India, a sixth-generation family-owned company and one of the leading

international manufacturers of printing inks, announces the appointment of Mr. Ramakrishna

Karanth as the new CEO of the organization.

Lee Hecht Harrison (LHH) promoted Anjali Vaishal to the role of Managing Director for its

India operation.

Integrated container logistics firm Maersk has appointed Vikash Agarwal as its new Managing

Director for South Asia.

Bikram Singh Bedi, who had set up Amazon Web Services operations in India, will succeed

Karan Bajwa as its new Managing Director for the country.

APPOINTMENTS OF THE MONTH
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Instructional design is a multistep, methodical, and reflective method focused on learning concepts

that promotes the development of a plan for activities, materials, information tools, media, and

assessment that increases awareness, enhances skills and competencies, enriches attitudes, and

improves behaviours by optimizing the effectiveness, performance, and appeal of instruction.

These measures are used by instructional designers to organize events, tools, information

resources, media, and assessment. The learners' success is an improvement in their awareness,

skills, and/or attitudes. And the end result of all of these elements working together is reliable,

efficient, and appealing instruction.

Hundreds of thousands of people needed to be taught very specific tasks in a limited period of time

during World War II, which laid the groundwork for instructional design. Soldiers were able to

better understand and comprehend each phase of the process by breaking down individual aspects

of these complex tasks. This methodology was later adopted and expanded upon, resulting in the

creation of instructional design, a field of study that combines education, psychology, and

communications to establish the most efficient teaching plans for particular student groups. This is

important because it means that students receive instructions in a way that is both effective and

relevant to them, allowing them to grasp the material more easily. This area, however, goes beyond

simply designing teaching materials; it takes into account how students learn and what materials

and strategies can best help them achieve their academic objectives.

In a nutshell, instructional design is the process of creating, developing, and delivering learning

products and experiences. Online courses, instructional manuals, video guides, learning

simulations, and other learning products are examples of these learning products. The 'architects'

of the learning environment and the 'directors' of the Instructional Systems Design (ISD) process

are instructional designers. Instructional design, instructional technology, learning experience (LX)

design, curriculum design, and instructional systems design (ISD) are all words that are often

interchanged. The key criticism of the traditional approach of instructional design, such as the

ADDIE (Analyze, Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate) model is that these traditional

approaches highlight breaking down of complex skills into their component parts, and designing

instruction that initially focus mainly on teaching those component skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

JARGON OF THE MONTH
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As the labour force overall heats up to 2021, many children of post war America (conceived
somewhere in the range of 1946 and 1964) are very nearly retirement. All the while, the twenty- to
thirty-year-olds (brought into the world 1981 to 1996) and Gen Z (1997-98 to 2012-15) people are
starting to make up the transcendent worker numbers. Today, the progressing generational change is
undetectably and unavoidably reshaping the working environment in myriad manner. 
From gen X-ers to twenty- to thirty-year-olds, each age of representatives has presented a particular
ethos at the work environment. Given the supported ascent of Gen Z laborers (or post-recent college
grads), the labour force is gradually changing into a younger accomplice. As these individuals of
around 20-odd years start working, HR investigators accept they will impact the workplace mood
multiply. In the near future, this will trigger a consistent move in the workplace ethos – from
organized to adaptable and customary to offbeat. 

Comprehensively, a portion of these patterns and inclinations remember a concentration for self-
awareness, independent or adaptable jobs, far off working and future-evidence plans, among others.
For instance, not at all like children of post war America, zoomers – another casual term for Gen Z –
accept that up skilling and reskilling is their duty instead of that of the association. 
Nothing unexpected then that youthful administrators are more accommodative about solicitations
for adaptable working hours, contrasted with more established directors who grimace at this. In the
meantime, Gen Z staff comprehend and acknowledge that consistent robotization at occupations is
an inescapable truth of the current occasions. Accordingly, these representatives think up
skilling/reskilling should be a consistent aspect of their expert lives. Because of this attitude, they
proactively select self-advancement and instructional classes. 

 

    
GENZ: REIMAGINING THE ROLE OF HR

Bhakti Sachade
VES Business School, Mumbai

PGDM 20-22 

ARTICLE
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Around the world, the pandemic has quickened the move towards far off
working and the work-from-home system. While numerous boomers
acknowledged the new typical fairly hesitantly, zoomers have taken to
far off working like ducks take to the water. At some point or another
when the lockdown limitations are lifted, select organizations will offer
staff the WFH alternative. It's an easy decision that the associate well on
the way to pick WFH would be Gen Z. 

One more pattern is the development of specialists at the working
environment. Albeit relatively few boomers are enthused about utilizing
specialists, millennial directors are bound to recruit gig laborers. With
respect to Gen Z chiefs, they are additionally more open about employing
consultants. Furthermore, some may even be available to themselves
functioning as a feature of the independent or gig environment! 

Thus, employing supervisors esteem the higher profitability that gig
laborers give, combined with the expense efficiencies. Concerning Gen Z
gig representatives, the opportunity and adaptability of independent
work are esteemed the most. 

The other key component about more youthful directors is an
inclination for arranging and future-sealing their job, which might be an
implicit need. This differentiation pointedly with the demeanour of
boomers who don't have confidence in looking far into what's to come.
Not so with Gen Z, who put stock in having an adaptable skilling
technique and are upbeat about putting resources into innovation or
potentially joining advanced abilities courses that encourage far off
working 

Between the spread of the pandemic all through 2020 and the
appearance of 2021, the conventional all day office routine is apparently
obsolete. All things being equal, flexi hours, distant work, WFH,
outsourcing and the gig economy are trendy expressions for post-recent
college grads. The new work ethos causes these representatives to feel
more engaged. 

Essentially, associations and society everywhere are likewise profiting
by WFH. For example, because of the freedom of working from main
residences or somewhere else, the tension on stuffed urban communities
is being facilitated somewhat. 
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As indicated by a Deloitte study, Gen Z puts more weight on the job of differed varieties. These
incorporate age, sex, handicap and instruction just as an additional accentuation on variety of religion
and LGBT character. The investigation likewise featured that present recent college grads expect on
keep up more limited residencies at any organization, not at all like twenty- to thirty-year-olds. Then
again, they anticipate more moral conduct from managers. 

One more major conduct change is standing out specialists communicate with and address individuals
in places of force. While the more seasoned workers were educated to address seniors officially, the
more youthful age anticipates a more casual condition with others, independent of chain of command.
This can be hazardous for workers higher up the hierarchy of leadership, who may see the absence of
concession and formal welcome as an indication of lack of respect. 

Almost certainly, there are upsides and downsides during this progress to a more youthful labor force.
From one viewpoint, they may appear to be less dedicated to an association since they possess a
universe of constant updates. Therefore, they measure data quicker yet will in general have more
limited capacities to focus. 

Then again, Gen Z can be proficient at performing various tasks just as buckling down, proactively and
practically, determined by a (DIY) attitude. Portable driven and gadget shrewd, they are likewise open
to imparting and working together across different virtual stages progressively. For them, chiefs and
coaches are not their sole wellspring of adapting but rather an extra medium. 

At last, as self-persuaded people, they stay self-starters and self-students, wishing to have a rapid effect
while working. In general, the qualities and advantages of Gen Z representatives far exceed their
drawbacks – which will help in raising the liveliness and profitability.
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Every generation of workers has developed a distinct culture in the workplace, from baby boomers
to millennials. The population is increasingly changing into a more youthful cohort, amid the
sustained growth of Gen Z workers (or post-millennials). When these individuals start working for
about 20 years, HR observers suggest they can affect the culture of the workplace in different ways.
In the days ahead, from standardized to fluid and traditional to unconventional, this will cause a
gradual change in the workplace ethos.

First let us understand "what is GenZ?"

Due to their internet access and community, Generation Z, the youngest of the set, are extremely
perceptive and can easily see beyond corporate labels that are presumptuous. They expect to see
firms follow their values passionately and stand by what they support. In attitude, Generation Z is
self-motivated and entrepreneurial. They are now experienced, even more than the millennials, the
generation that followed them, with uncertainties. As a result, they are searching for a meaningful
job: salaries aren't the bottom line. In comparison, they have seen the commitment of their parents
and older siblings go unrewarded by bosses, so loyalty needs to be a two-way street for them. In the
online world, they are digital natives who have grown up. They are advanced, and more services
than ever have been gained. They seem to be outstanding networkers, which greatly increases their
odds of success in anything they set their attention to.

How are GenZ different from other generations?

Competitive-  Millennials are key players in the team and teamwork is of great importance. Gen Z,
not that much. Even though they are willing to cooperate with others, they are still intensely
competitive and excel by independently driving themselves.

Yashna Bhagchandani
VES Business School, Mumbai

PGDM 20-22
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Strengthen the recruitment strategies- Traditional recruiting strategies may not work too well
for Gen Z. Companies might want to concentrate on branding themselves as a company that
provides the atmosphere and advantages, they seek in the workplace in order to attract their
attention. Aim to introduce more digital processes into the methods of recruiting, hiring, and
onboarding.

Use mobile and applications- By incorporating mobile devices and applications into the
workflow, ensure greater efficiency from Gen Z'ers. For example, forget about paper coupons,
sign-in sheets and other "traditional" working flow control mechanisms. Instead, to mention a
few, grant the workers access to applications and other web resources, such as automated time
and attendance tracking systems, online tax calculators, and apps for project management.

Provide reviews in real-time- Like millennials, to thrive, members of Gen Z need insights. They'll
lose professionally if they worry, they're not making it, which will contribute to the end result.
Be sure to create an atmosphere where, both formally and informally, management reviews and
ideas are readily communicated.

How to recruit and keep workers from Gen Z?

Keep incorporating flexible solutions for work- Gen Z needs a healthy lifestyle, and they will switch
from work to work before they reach an atmosphere that helps them to mix work and non-work
interests with their own schedules during the day (and night)..
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 Salary and security driven- Gen Z are averse to debt, and are able to work hard to guarantee
financial stability, unlike millennials, most of whom are struggling under credit card and student
loan debt. In order to escape student debt, many of them chose to self-educate or find unorthodox
ways to study. They're fast learners and seek knowledge; in this regard, they don't really need
hand-holding or coddling. This younger generation needs to learn aggressively to allow
themselves to gain decent incomes so that their financial prospects can be strengthened.

They have no qualms about job-hopping, considering their need for protection, and can do it in a
snap. Evidence reveals that Gen Z are considerably more likely than members of other groups to
shift work.



“When why is clear, how becomes possible” _ Anon.

With this, let's start with exactly the purpose of writing this article.

Mary Parker Follet, management guru said, “Management is the art of getting things done through others”.
Who gets these things done? For whom are these things done? Who is ‘Others’ in here? The answer is
simple ‘Humans’.

Whatever happens in an organization, the initiative is taken by a human and the end product is for
another human.

 Not exactly a 'man's world' but it sure is a 'Human’s world"! 

With this organizational paraphernalia revolving around humans, it is of paramount importance
that we know more about Human Resources, the spine of any organization. the role of gen Z in this
endeavor is dynamic and that is inclusive but not exhaustive of what this article will be talking
about. 

Generation Z
Here's to the crazy ones. The troublemakers, the rebels, and the over-throwers. The apples among
oranges, the squares trying to fit into circles. The ones who view things differently. The unruly ones,
ones not giving a damnation about status-quo. Glorify them or vilify them, they can't care less. You
can rebuke them, disregard them. But you can’t ignore them. Because they change things. They push
the human race forward. They may seem crazy, but that craze is genius, its guts, its liberty. The ones
who are crazy enough to think of a change are the ones who make a change!

    
GENZ: REIMAGINING THE ROLE OF HR

Mahima Bhatkhande
IIM Shillong, 

PGP (MBA) 20-22
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Baby steps towards change in HR, by Gen Z of course!

Perception. It is a big word, it makes one love and hate, win over hearts and lands. We as Generation Z,
new and young blood, those born between 1995 to 2005, people in their prowling teens and twenties
today. 

The first reimagination of the role as an HR has to be a changed perception towards what HR really is. 

Perception Dissected!

Internal and External, there are two types of perceptions. 

What we think and what we think others think.

Today as an HR manager, technology, team dynamics, Motivation are some of the recent value
additions.

Internal perceptions here pertain to what the Generation Z has to think about our roles as HR
managers. It is high time the Gen Z starts accepting the blend of diversity, technology, liberty and
inclusion as an integral part of HR.
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External perceptions here mean representation our role to
outsiders. 

Just imagine, I am a great artist, but I don’t draw. I am a
world class runner, but I never run. Ridiculous right? Now
imagine, I do personally support inclusion of LGBTQIA+ but I
prefer not to show this support at my workplace. It’s pretty
normal, isn’t it? 
This is something gen Z has to change.
The one line of differentiation between worms and humans,
is the spine we have, we have to have a rigid spine when it
comes to our opinions!

Ease to Gen Z and why is it a double-edged sword?

The generation before Gen Z, the millennials, have had it right between the IT revolution. With
digitizing everything to making each operation, in each domain, scientific in nature. 
Everything was done for simplification. Sustainability being a major part of every decision, many
other things were taken seriously. The real game-changer was millennials. This means Generation Z
has it all spoon fed to them. This cant be more incorrect right? 



Succeeding once is a one-time thing, consistency in performance is the whole point.

Millennials have worked their guts off and made it way better than the working environment was back
then in Gen Y. However, it is important to maintain this excellence in deliverables. This is up-to Gen Z
to perform. 

Launching workstation!

Let’s get to the crux of the article. Millennials have done their part. The gen Z has to do the following:

    

2. Technology:
Millennials have given their best and bought out the best tech had to offer. They have set a benchmark.
Now there aren’t journals recording daily transactions of petty expenses, we have a software for that.
We do not manually record employee performance anymore. We have DBMS for that, we can feed
deliverables on an individual basis and the inbuilt tracker will plot the performance which will be duly
delivered to the manager concerned.
The manager concerned doesn’t have to personally mail under-performers. She has AI to do that for her.
So, it is up to Gen Z to blend in with these set benchmarks and strive to thrive with these. Learning
something never goes waste, least the technology!

 

 Acceptance: 1.
The world has come to a point where not accepting
something could make you look like a boomer and it
absolutely justified. It is also the time where ‘lets agree
to disagree’ is the most used phrase. So, what has a kid
to do?
Strike a balance. Agreeing to disagree on favourite
football club is one thing, agreeing to disagreeing on
the verbatim, “Women are inferior to men” is not!
So, striking a balance between what is acceptable and
what is not is essential, it is the crux. Previous
generations working in HR departments must have
guffawed on the suggestion that transgenders are
humans too and deserve opportunities no inferior to
anyone else. But Gen-Z have been brought up with this
thinking and have to reflect this level of accepting
whilst working in HR.
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3. Inclusion:
Inclusion is the way of life today. As an HR manager, it is upon
us to make inclusion happen in an organization. For this, we
must accept it inherently first. 
Inclusion as an HR includes nut is not limited to having third
genders onboarded or having a set number of places for women
in the team, it extends to giving each individual the
opportunity she is looking for, not the one you wish is
appropriate for her. Giving a man and a women 12 inches of
pizza is not equal rights, giving them a menu to order whatever
they want, within a budget, is equal rights.
Similarly, having third-genders, people with different abilities,
etc. is not enough. As an HR manager it is pertinent to see
whether they are being given the acceptance they deserve,
opportunities in projects, learnings required by them, etc.
This does not sound as a challenge, but it sure is one. 
We ought not forget that offices are not filled with Gen-Z, we
may have people from age-groups or from walks of life that do
not agree to the idea of mass inclusion. 
Standing up for what you deem correct is sure a challenge, a big
one!

4. Liberty:
Liberty is something everyone craves, we do not like working
at the same desk, around same people, over same things for a
set number of years. Liberty makes us do things we once
thought were forbidden. One can’t imagine working out of
casuals on a bean bag in a central London office in 1950’s but
today, it sure happens. As Gen-Z, in HR, one must strive to
liberate the working patterns of the firm and strive to give
everyone the feeling of belongingness.

Stirring the Metamorphosis!

“Out beyond the ideas of right-doing and wrong-doing, there’s
a field, I’ll meet you there”

Not so famous though, this dialogue was told by a div to a poor
farmer of Afghanistan whose son he had taken away, on
hearing farmers laments, the div once again said, “if you live
up to be as old as I am, you’ll realize that cruelty and
benevolence are two sides of the same coin”. Okay, enough of
Khalid Hosseini now!
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The thing I learnt from this novel, ‘The Mountains Echoed’ was that in the end, very little matters.
What you did matters, if you dared to do it a little differently, well you’d have more fun! 
Stereotyping and running on the same lines has never benefited, it’s so boring!

With this thought, Gen-Z, as HR, must try to revitalize things, try out new stuff, break those
stereotypes, just make everything as interesting as you can!

Things happen anyways, everything falls into place eventually, it always does, so have fun if
you’re working on something because if not for that then what’s left to gain!
 
Conclusion:
Go into HR if you love it, work like you’re making love and finally, have fun because world is a
wish granting factory!
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